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CyberHatch Incubator & Accelerator
FROM CONCEPT TO COMMERCIALIZATION, SAFELY AND SECURELY
The CyberHatch Incubator and Accelerator connects high-potential cybersecurity startups and growing companies to the
resources and partners needed to succeed. Based in Fredericton, New Brunswick, a top Canadian destination for critical
infrastructure organizations and talent, CyberHatch is part of a world-class industry cluster. We’ve got the infrastructure,
R&D capacity, financial support, and visa sponsorship to fast‑track your path to market, plus ecosystem mentorship from
other startups and big brands like IBM and Siemens.

Fredericton, NB, Canada
SMALL CITY, BIG OPPORTUNITY
New Brunswick’s capital city is a place where history and
high-tech meet. Home to top universities, a booming tech
sector, and a walkable downtown full of unique shops,
galleries and restaurants, Fredericton mixes small-town
friendliness with contemporary amenities.
Fredericton is also one of Canada’s most livable cities, with
tons of green space, the beautiful Saint John River, nearly
90 kilometres of hiking and biking trails, highly affordable
housing, and an average commute of just 13 minutes.

New Brunswick by the Numbers
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since 2009

Consumers within a
two-hour flight
*according to KPMG Competitive Alternative 2016
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FAST-TRACK YOUR PATH TO MARKET

SUPPORT TO SCALE FASTER

If you’re the founder of a pre-revenue startup, the CyberHatch
Incubator is for you. As part of a cohort of up to five earlystage companies, this premium program connects you to the
mentorship, capital, workspace and contacts in government,
industry and academia that you need to test, develop and
commercialize your critical infrastructure product or service.

If your company is actively growing, the CyberHatch
Accelerator can supercharge your scaling. Along with
connecting to industry contacts and support to increase your
lines of business and export opportunities through CIPnet,
CyberNB’s industry membership group, you’ll be able to test
and validate your technology and assess your cyber risk.

The CyberHatch Incubator allows you to:

The CyberHatch Accelerator allows you to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LEARN from experienced mentors
CO-LOCATE at the Cyber Centre
RECEIVE funding support on entry, exit
ACCESS world-class infrastructure, technology
MEET global business partners
TEST and validate your product
VALIDATE your solution is secure-by-design
GET VISA SPONSORSHIP support from Planet Hatch

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LEARN from experienced mentors
CO-LOCATE at the Cyber Centre
RECEIVE entry, exit funding
TEST and validate your product at the Transparency Centre
CERTIFY your solution is secure-by-design
ASSESS your risk with CI-SOC
GET visa sponsorship support from Keiretsu
PITCH Keiretsu global angel syndicate for $1-$10 million
VALIDATE your solution is secure-by-design
GET VISA SPONSORSHIP support from Planet Hatch

If you’re an ambitious company founder who’s ready to take your
cybersecurity venture to the next level, apply to CyberHatch now or
contact info@cybernb.ca for more information.
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“

With over $110 million being allocated to 200+ companies from across our global ecosystem
every year, we are excited to partner with CyberHatch to open up eastern Canada’s potential
in digital resiliency and critical infrastructure protection initiatives.

”

Ozan Isinak, President, Keiretsu Forum Canada.

Space to Test, Connect and Grow
CyberHatch is based in the Cyber Centre, Canada’s
most advanced facility for cyber defence and critical
infrastructure protection (CIP).
Located in the heart of Knowledge Park, Fredericton’s
Innovation District, it’s close to over 60 university and
private-sector research partners that are converting ideas
into game-changing technologies.
CyberHatch knows that startups need all kinds of
support, including financial. At entry, successful
applicants get up to $180K towards co-location,
mentorship, and technology validation. At exit, there
is additional financial support from NBIF ($125K) and
the chance to pitch Keiretsu Forum’s Global Angel
Syndicate for $1-$10 million.

The Cyber Centre is a high-security facility where business,
government, and academia co-locate and collaborate.
Security features:
• Level 2 security capabilities location for national
defence
• Canada’s most advanced networking and data fiber
infrastructure
• Redundant and diversified commercial power and data
connectivity
• Onsite back-up generation
• Post-disaster building resilience
• Shared data center option
• Physical and electronic security layers 24/7/365
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